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Jens Ulrik Hansen  
 
Jens is an entrepreneur, leader, senior advisor and futurist
of the future with his clients already today
travel” on a regular basis is a good source for the kind of stories we can really learn from. 
His particular passion is to work across competences and business units
achieve faster change.  
Jens utilises his inspirational and motivational style to enthuse and engage 
demonstrates in-depth analytical and strategic ability to facilitate operational and 
procedural planning while driving satisfaction through the promotion of transformational
leadership change. 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jensulrikhansen

 
Stefanos Kofopoulos 
 
Greek geek with BS on Management of 
500 company. Greece's first professional blogger back in the ancient 
2004 until 2014 with 1.000.000 page views and 300.000 uniques per month. 
The Company was acquired by Greece's leading financial newsp
first acquisition of its kind.  
Product guy and maker for some popular apps with clients from Fortune 500 companies. 
Solving problems and coming up with solutions makes 
all things interesting. Analytics, design, food, running and fitness.
 
https://titan.as   -   facebook.com/titanas

 

Justin Damian Furness 

After nearly losing his life Justin has spent the last 10+ years devoting himself
understanding Human Performance, our highest potential and what the challenges are 
along the journey to experiencing a fulfilling life.
Never being satisfied with the norm and in his constant search for people on the fringe of 
cutting edge Medicine, Science and Technology, Justin has mentored with doctors, 
thought leaders, visionaries and futurists who are always pushing the boundaries of 
conventional models and systems. 
To provide an evolutionary evaluation model to measure and enhance personalized 
performance Justin founded The LifePrint System and Technology which is taught 
internationally as an analyst certification program.
 
http://www.justinfurness.net  
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preneur, leader, senior advisor and futurist. He is building the businesses 
of the future with his clients already today. We can imagine that doing this kind of “time 
travel” on a regular basis is a good source for the kind of stories we can really learn from. 

across competences and business units, with the goal to 

inspirational and motivational style to enthuse and engage people; 
depth analytical and strategic ability to facilitate operational and 

procedural planning while driving satisfaction through the promotion of transformational 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jensulrikhansen  

Greek geek with BS on Management of Information Systems. Former IT admin in Fortune 
500 company. Greece's first professional blogger back in the ancient Internet times of 
2004 until 2014 with 1.000.000 page views and 300.000 uniques per month.  

Company was acquired by Greece's leading financial newspaper. Probably Europe's 

Product guy and maker for some popular apps with clients from Fortune 500 companies. 
Solving problems and coming up with solutions makes him happy. Avid book reader for 

cs, design, food, running and fitness. 

facebook.com/titanas  -  linkedin.com/in/titanas 
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understanding Human Performance, our highest potential and what the challenges are 
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